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A Wuhan Whodunnit

The entire world
Those not busy dying, at least
Wonder at the answer
To a Wuhan whodunnit.

Was it a vendor
With a bat or a pangolin
In a crowded live-animal market
Who sneezed on a customer
And, began it all?

Or, was it a deliberate release
Part of some crazy plan
Aiming at world domination
Built upon the corpses of thousands?

Or, was it because storage seals
And, safety procedures were useless
Allowing a test animal to escape
Or, a virus to enter a lab tech
And then, enter the wider world?

Whodunnit?
Who knows?



Lockdown Blues

Some people whine and moan
At a few weeks in ‘lockdown’
They’re feeling the lockdown blues
Yet, it is hardly an onerous quarantine
Thanks to phones, TV, and the internet
Trips to the shops
A daily dose of exercise
Oh, how hard it all is!

Now, for a single parent
In a single room, yeah.
But, they aren’t the ones
We hear complain…

Social Distancing

Two metres / Six feet
Take your pick
It’s a bare minimum, really
Whether metric or imperial
And, people only seem to apply it
Fore and aft
Never left and right!



Batgolin

In the hybrid viral cells
Scientists see DNA signs
Of bat and pangolin
Guideposts to the outbreak’s source
An unsolved mystery

A Visit To The Bank

Before, they always expected you
To remove scarves and helmets
To put your face on display.
Now, they look askance at you
When you don’t wear a face mask…

Shut-In

Forget world before
In perpetual prison
This hermetic home
Announce loosening lockdown
Inconceivable rebirth



Lay Your Bets

Lay your bets
On how long till
A vaccine is developed
Six months? Twelve? Eighteen?
Two years? Ever? Never?
Will it ever be announced?
And, if you pick the right date
Will you be alive to collect?

Covid Ever After

Viral pandemic
Entire world left in stasis
Future an unknown

Covid Crisis

A nameless Chinese man
From the city of Wuhan
Went out shopping
Soon folks were dropping
The authorities were lacking a plan



Wanted:
An Invisible Mugger

Police are asking the public
To provide assistance
In tracking a despicable criminal
After an incident in Downing Street
When the Prime Minister was assaulted
By an invisible mugger.
The description of the mugger
Is vague, non-existent, in fact.
But, if you’ve seen an invisible mugger
Please get in touch.
Police say
The mugger probably wasn’t wearing
A face mask…

Looking for a hero to see you through the crisis?

A superhero?

Then, you want…

SuperTrump
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